major heart operation (JRSM 1992; 85:488-9) . Nearby are three relevant pictures, Richard Long's Waterlines, Gillian Calvert's Stonecutter, and Denise Alexander's Meditation. The ground floor was decorated by Susan Tebby in 1988 but changes of use and re-design of these areas led to painting over of these murals, which are, however, commemorated in the King's Fund video Art In Hospitals. The different departments in the new block were treated separately, with lithographs for diagnostic radiology, paintings for clinical investigation and prints for surgical wards and corridors. The empty roof space became a garden, enhanced by William Pye's water sculpture Plat-Eau.
The north block corridor was hung densely with large prints and paintings, many food-related near the new restaurant with its giant ceramic murals by Faye Carey; Day Breaks, refers to their construction and to four breaks for Breakfast, Lunch, Afternoon Tea and Evening Meal. A gallery allows exhibitions by staff and local artists. The old boardroom was hung with textile Patterns in Water by Diana Spencer who has now constructed a hopeful Leicestershire Landscape for the waiting area for bereaved relatives and Primaries for the entrance to the MRC Clinical Sciences Building. The photographic staff have supplied landscape photographs for the mortuary corridor. Alan Potter's Trust Training to Help demonstrates interrelationships between the various professions and services in the hospital.
Gardens have been constructed not only on the roof of A Block but also outside the 1930s Nurses Home (with Stephen Marsden's Wheatsheaf sculpture) and outside the new Cancer Centre.
In 1990 funding was obtained to employ an artist in residence who was disabled. Nancy Willis with muscular dystrophy used a wheelchair and worked in a specially converted studio. She gave print-making demonstrations, toured the hospital and concentrated on the two extremes of life, especially the neonatal unit where she spent weeks next to incubators drawing the premature babies. The main work from her residency is Early Days, Holding Promise.
In 1992 the front courtyard was upgraded and paved, with trees, benches, bollards, lamps, bins and a central space for a large sculpture. Sarah Tombs was commissioned for her Circle o Life, inspired by fertilization and the in vitro unit (Figure 1) . A man and woman form a circle rising from a hand; reliefs have been drawn on the bronze of the events taking place in pregnancy as seen under the microscope.
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